IT Strategies for M&A,
Divestment & Restructures
Depend on expert advice and seamless IT services for managing change
During rapid expansion and restructuring, the outcomes of mergers and acquisitions, divestment and other major business
changes are critically dependant on having the right strategy and IT delivery team.

Trust the experts at Huon IT
Our specialist team at Huon IT have extensive experience working with organisations undergoing structural change. You
can depend on us to custom design and provide cutting edge IT strategies and platforms that will ensure your transition
will be smooth, secure and efficient now and for the future ongoing operations.

A customised approach
As every corporate restructure is different, here are some of the ‘shape to fit’ services available in an advanced Huon
IT change management process:
■■ Cloud requirement assessment

■■ Compliance reporting

■■ IT infrastructure requirement assessment

■■ Procurement needs

■■ Solution design

■■ Change management

■■ Stakeholder workshops

■■ Staff training

■■ Infrastructure and end user environment design
■■ Budget planning and reporting

■■ 3rd party liaisons (carriers, software vendors,
building managers etc)

■■ IT security review

■■ Project management disciplines

“Huon IT is a leader in
outsourced IT services
… They care about
their clients’ needs.
Their professionalism
makes working with
Huon IT an easy choice.”
Nick Kuys
GM of Operations
and Investor Relations
DUET Group

Cutting edge expertise, personalised service
At Huon IT, our team are highly experienced with advanced technological capabilities. They are also friendly, accessible and highly responsive to your
unique needs and business outcomes.
And unlike many IT companies, we’re more than happy to share our knowledge along the way. We train and empower your relevant team members
throughout the process, and beyond.
Our fully resourced team of experts includes: CIO and strategic advisors, project managers and a specialist range of skilled IT professionals
providing the perfect mix of business acumen with IT expertise.

Huge gains without the pains
A key feature of our service is the ability to design and deploy advanced new platforms and systems with zero downtime to your day
to day operations. From an off-site workshop build, testing and troubleshooting through to after hours installation, your whole transition
with Huon IT will be smooth, straightforward and stress-free.
Read some of our success stories over the page.

“We left work on Friday and when we came in on Monday, our entire IT
system had been switched over. It was a totally seamless transition.”
Anton Clowes
Vice President (former), MAp
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Some client success stories
Huon IT has implemented a number of highly successful projects for a range of organisations.
Check out just a few of our outstanding IT transformations for restructuring clients:

The Project: Building a ground-up IT system for Freehills Patent Attorneys (FPA), and also safely
migrating them away from their previous parent company.
“Huon IT played a key role in setting up the technology to run our holdings group, QANTM, and
transitioning FPA onto an independent IT environment. With their meticulous planning, technical
expertise and focus on security, I knew we were in safe hands.”
- Leon Allen, Managing Director | QANTM IP

The Project: Internalised management, previously held by Macquarie Group, required a complete
build of Macquarie Airport’s entire technology platform in both Sydney and London.
“Huon IT’s solution did everything we needed it to do. We have the support we need, reliable
connectivity, instant international file sharing. Not only that, but they are always available, friendly,
and approachable. It’s a pleasure working with them.”
- Anton Clowes, Vice President (former) | MAp

The Project: Built scalable infrastructure to support rapid expansion of 23 sites over the past 10 years.
“I love the partnership focus we get from Huon IT. We’re important to them as a real, long-term
relationship. You don’t always get that in the business world, and it feels good.”
- Mark Broadhead, Chief Financial Officer | RSL LifeCare

The Project: Break from Macquarie Group requiring an independent operating environment while
maintaining continuity with no interruption of services to investors.
“We needed to completely separate from our old system while maintaining continuity so that our
business could continue operating as usual, with no interruption of services to investors. Huon IT
clearly understood our IT needs and implemented an appropriate solution.”
- Nick Kuys, GM of Operations and Investor Relations | DUET Group

The Project: Extraction from Thomson Geer as a brand new start up firm, requiring new IT infrastructure.
“The service we have received from the Huon staff has been nothing short of magnificent. Thanks for
the great service and above all, thank you for providing us with such brilliant staff at a time when we
were under a lot of pressure and stress with our move.”
- Mindy Pawsey, Worksafe Compliance and Training Manager | IDP Lawyers

Thinking merger and acquisition, divestment, integration, investment or other major business change?
Don’t jeopardise your operations with anything less than top quality strategic advice and IT support.
Contact the experts at Huon IT today.
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